CUSTOM FABRICATION CAPABILITIES

Franke Commercial has full custom stainless steel fabrication capabilities. We custom fabricate products to meet our customer’s specifications. Modifications can be made to most of our standard catalog products. We offer a wide range of custom products.

All of our custom fabricated products are polished to a #4 satin finish and can be made to meet the material specification you require (T304 or T316, 14 to 18 gauge). Continuous weld construction is available for pharmaceutical applications if required.

If you can sketch it, we can build it. As a general rule of thumb, the more information we receive with custom fabricated product requests, the better! The following pages provide explicit details for requesting specific types of custom fabricated products.

☐ Countertops
☐ Topmount & Undermount Sinks
☐ Drainboard Sinks
☐ Scullery Sinks
☐ Wall Mount Hand Wash Stations
☐ Surgical Scrub Stations
☐ Mop Sinks (Utility)

SANIGUARD® Product Protection

The addition of SANIGUARD® product protection is available for sinks in this catalog as well as custom fabricated sinks. However, we only recommend this coating be added to hand wash basins. See our SANIGUARD® Information page for more details about this product protection. For a quotation please call our Customer Service Representatives directly.

(USA) 1-855-526-0503
(Fax) 1-866-440-2250
commercial-info.us@franke.com
Custom Sinks and Sinks with Drainboards CHECKLIST

BUILD YOUR SINK

Application
☐ Drop-In  ☐ Undermount

With Faucet Ledge:
☐ Yes  ☐ No

SINK BOWL #1

Compartment Size
Front-to-Back: __________________ Left-to-Right ________________
Depth ____ Position (if multiple bowls) ________________

Drain Fitting:
☐ 3 1/2” (includes 1130 waste fitting)
☐ 1 1/2” (includes 100 waste fitting)
☐ 1 1/4” (accepts 1 1/4” drain, not included)
☐ Other ________________________________

NOTE: Type 316 wastes are supplied with Type 316 sink bowls.

Drain Position:
☐ Center  ☐ Center-Back
☐ Back-Right  ☐ Back-Left

Additional Drain Options:
☐ Integral Overflow
☐ Standpipe (1 1/2” drains only)
☐ Standpipe & Corner Guard (1 1/2” drains only)

Drainboard:
Is a sloped drainboard required:
☐ None  ☐ Left
☐ Right  ☐ Left & Right

Note: Drainboard measures 21” left to right.

SINK BOWL #2 (if required)

Compartment Size
Front-to-Back: __________________ Left-to-Right ________________
Depth ____ Position (if multiple bowls) ________________

SINK BOWL #3 (if required)

Compartment Size
Front-to-Back: __________________ Left-to-Right ________________
Depth ____ Position (if multiple bowls) ________________

Type of Stainless Steel
☐ T304  ☐ T316

Steel Gauge
☐ 18  ☐ 16  ☐ 14
☐ Other ________________________________

Overall Dimensions
Allow a minimum of 1” for rims
Allow a minimum of 4” for faucet ledge

Faucet Hole Drilling Requirements:

NOTE: Please include the location of the holes, the number of holes required and the diameter of the holes. Provide a sketch if necessary.

Bowl Radius:
Only 1” bowl radius is available.

(USA) 1-855-526-0503
(Fax) 1-866-440-2250
commercial-info.us@franke.com
Tops are available in all sizes and configurations, with sink bowls integrally welded into the top.

Tops may be flat or slope to the sink. All sloped tops have a 6mm drop to the sink bowl.

### A. THE SINK COMPARTMENT SPECIFICATIONS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compartment Size</th>
<th>Front-to-Back:</th>
<th>Left-to-Right</th>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Position (if multiple bowls)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of Stainless Steel</td>
<td>□ T304</td>
<td>□ T316</td>
<td>Steel Gauge</td>
<td>□ 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drain Fitting:</td>
<td>□ 3 1/2&quot; (includes 1130 waste fitting)</td>
<td>□ 1 1/2&quot; (includes 100 waste fitting)</td>
<td>□ 1 1/4&quot; (accepts 1 1/4&quot; drain, not included)</td>
<td>□ Other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:** Type 316 wastes are supplied with Type 316 sink bowls.

### B. THE COUNTERTOP DETAILS:

The position of the sink compartments will be centered horizontally unless specified otherwise.

Top should be: □ Flat □ Slope to the sink

**NOTE:** the maximum sloped area that can be created from the sink bowl outward is 32" (81cm). The remaining top surface to the edge of the sink will be flat.

Backsplash Location(s): □ Back □ Left □ Right

Backsplash Height(s): □ (see Custom Sink Options page)

Rim Style (see Custom Sink Options page)

Overall Dimensions of the top:
Allow a minimum of 2" for rims
Allow a minimum of 1 1/2" for splashes
Allow a minimum of 4" for faucet ledge

Front-to-Back: □ (specify)

Left-to-Right: □ (specify)

Top is to be installed onto:
□ Cabinet - existing or supplied by others
□ Cabinet - to be supplied by Commercial (please provide sketch)
□ Legs Material: □ Stainless Steel □ Chrome Plated
□ Wall with wall hanger and wall mount brackets

Dimension from floor to work surface: □ (specify)

Core Material □ Particle Board □ Plywood □ Channel Construction □ Other (specify)

---

Custom Countertop CHECKLIST

(TEL) 1-855-526-0503
(FAX) 1-866-440-2250
commercial-info.us@franke.com
A. THE SINK COMPARTMENT SPECIFICATIONS:

# of Compartments? ........................................

COMPARTMENT SIZE #1
Front-to-Back: .............................................
Left-to-Right: .............................................
Depth .........................................................

COMPARTMENT SIZE #2
Front-to-Back: .............................................
Left-to-Right: .............................................
Depth .........................................................

COMPARTMENT SIZE #3
Front-to-Back: .............................................
Left-to-Right: .............................................
Depth .........................................................

Type of Stainless Steel
□ Type 304
□ Type 304, all radius coved corners
□ Type 316, always all radius coved corners

Steel Gauge
□ 18
□ 16
□ 14
□ Other (specify) ...........................................

Drain Fitting:
□ 3 1/2" (includes 1130 waste fitting)
□ 1 1/2" (includes 100 waste fitting)
□ 1 1/2" duplex complete with stand pipe and guard
□ 1 1/4" (accepts 1 1/4" drain, not included)
□ Other (specify) .........................................

NOTE: Type 316 wastes are supplied with Type 316 sink bowls.

B. THE DRAINBOARD SPECIFICATIONS

Drainboard Size: □ 24" left to right (typical)
□ Other (specify) ...........................................

Drainboard Location: □ Left □ Right
□ Left & Right .............................................

Rims:
□ Standard 5/8" rolled edges
□ Other: Type: ...........................................
□ Dimensions: .............................................

NOTE: Rim options are illustrated at end of this section and online in our Custom Fabrication Order Form

C. LEDGE AND FAUCET HOLES

Back ledge for deckmount faucet: □ Yes □ No

Size: □ 4" (typical)
□ Other .....................................................

Faucet Hole Drilling Requirements:
Please advise
1. the location of the holes ...........................................
2. the number of holes required ...................................
3. and the size of the holes ....................................

(Provide a sketch if necessary)

D. BACKSPLASH

Backsplash:
□ Back □ Left □ Right ....................................
Backsplash Height(s): ......................................
Backsplash Style: .........................................

E. OVERALL DIMENSIONS

Overall Dimensions (Allow 1 5/8" per edge):
Front-to-Back: .............................................
Left-to-Right: .............................................
□ # of Legs:
□ Standard 35" □ Other (specify) ........................

□ Standard 35" □ Other (specify) ........................
Other Custom Products

Service Sinks

Pedestals/Wall Hung Basins

Wall Mount Trough Sinks

Mop Sinks

Sewage Sampling Sinks

For customization of any of our standard catalog products, please provide us with a sketch or a copy of our specification sheet indicating all changes and modification required.
**Custom Sink OPTIONS**

### Back / Side Splash Options

1. Feathered

2. Boxed

3. Rolled

4. Rolled with return

5. Splayed

### Rim Style Options

1a. Feathered (Up on Rad)

2a. Boxed (Up on Rad)

3a. Rolled (Up on Rad)

4a. Rolled w/return (Up on Rad)

5a. Splayed (Up on Rad)

Flat

Boxed

Marine

Marine - Deep

Rolled
GENERAL INFORMATION

Hole Drilling Configurations - Single, Double and Triple Sinks

**SINGLE LEDGEBACK**
- 1 hole
- 2 hole, 4" centerset
- 3 hole, 8" centerset

**DOUBLE LEDGEBACK**
- 1 hole
- 3 hole, 8" centerset
- 3 hole, 8" centerset, plus 1 hole 4" to the right

**TRIPLE LEDGEBACK**
- 1 hole
- 3 hole, 8" centerset
- 3 hole, 8" centerset, plus 1 hole 4" to the right
General Information

Hole Drilling Configurations - Classroom Sinks

CLASSROOM - LBLS SERIES

CLASSROOM - LBRS SERIES

CLASSROOM - LBLDC1743P-1 SERIES

CLASSROOM - LBLDC1943P-1 SERIES

CLASSROOM - LBLR SERIES

CLASSROOM - LBRDC1743P-1 SERIES

CLASSROOM - LBRDC1943P-1 SERIES

CLASSROOM - LRS SERIES